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CLOUD MIGRATION is touted as the current must-have for 
corporations. All the data you manage internally, all 
the applications and systems your in-house team has to 
support – all of that can be moved into the cloud. If you 
believe the marketing, this will reduce your overheads, 
raise staff productivity and simplify your IT processes 
dramatically.

But is that true once you move away from 
high-bandwidth, high-connectivity locations such as the 
US, where most of the larger cloud service providers have 
their head offices? What’s the story in the ANZ region?

One issue to consider in this part of the world is data 
security and privacy. Australia, in particular, has strict 
new regulations about what corporations can and can’t do 
with customer data. The Australian Federal Privacy Act, 
which was updated in March and given a much wider and 
stricter remit, indicates that if your cloud provider messes 
up, the responsibility rests with you. With a reputable 
cloud service provider, however, that risk should be low. 
So what else do you need to think about?

According to Dave Hanrahan, general manager for 
cloud services at Dimension Data, a big consideration 
is the shift to managing service quality and availability 
through contracts and relationships, rather than through 
specifications and direct technology implementation. 
“Trying to manage change, capacity and incidents without 

CLOUD MIGRATION

HOME
RASICA/ISTOCK/THINKSTOCK

The road to cloud  
can run smooth

For businesses across Australia and New Zealand, a  
move to the cloud need not be littered with obstacles.  

BY ALEX CRUICKSHANK
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mapping cloud service provider requirements into inter-
nal workflows can result in frustration, and exacerbate 
issues and outages that occur early in the journey to 
cloud,” he says.

So moving to the cloud involves more than a change in 
infrastructure: it requires a change in business processes 
and mindset too.

Another relevant point is made by Brad Little, 
vice-president and managing director of Netgear ANZ. 

“If we look at public cloud solutions, where information 
is stored on rented hardware, you won’t be able to monitor 
the security of that data; you will need to be able to trust 
your service provider to keep it safe,” he says.

Little also highlights the importance of accessibility. “As 
your data will be situated off-site, you will always be at the 
mercy of your internet connection speeds to gain access 
to data,” he says.

Connectivity issues can bring companies to a grinding 
halt if their business is cloud-centric, and that is likely to 
be of more concern in this region than in some of the more 
densely connected parts of the world. Adobe’s Creative 
Cloud crash in May this year, when users were locked out 

of their software, shows that no connection is perfect.
Other possible pitfalls include the handling of legacy 

systems, risk analysis, legal compliance (which can actu-
ally improve when cloud migration is done right) and 
suitability for different business types.

A SMOOTH MOVE TO THE CLOUD

Two companies in ANZ – one SME, one large organisation 
– which have recently moved some of their operations to 
the cloud, described their cloud journeys.

SME IN-Fusion is a services company operating in the 
human resources sector and provides a diverse range of 
services which include labour hire, contracting, recruit-
ment and project management.

“We moved everything to the cloud and were the test 
case for our ERP [enterprise resource planning] platform 
provider [FastTrack], so now we have no servers on-premise 
and use Citrix receiver with a dedicated business-grade 
broadband connection which is upgradeable. We started 
at 10Mbps and there are no contention issues, says Kirk 
Devers, director at the Victoria-based company.

“This forms a key part of our growth strategy as we do 
not need to invest in additional infrastructure interstate 
and our employees can access all system functions and fea-
tures from their iPhones and laptops, with all staff issued 
with these as tools of trade, along with 4G wireless. This 
enables the business to connect and work in real time, 
anywhere in the world, as though all staff were in the 
office with the servers next door.”

Australian marketing, media and advertising conglom-
erate STW Group has more than 80 businesses across 

MOVING TO THE CLOUD 
INVOLVES MORE THAN A 
CHANGE IN INFRASTRUCTURE: 
IT REQUIRES A CHANGE IN 
BUSINESS PROCESSES AND 
MINDSET TOO
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Asia-Pacific. Its shared services IT function provides 
the full spectrum of IT services to more than 1,500 staff 
throughout the region.

Tom Ceglarek, CIO for STW Group, based in Sydney 
and Melbourne, says: “We decided to refresh the infra-
structure in 2011, to a common platform that could 
support the needs of our many and varied operating com-
panies. Unlike previous infrastructure designs, it needed 
to be scalable, powerful and easy to manage. We found 
the NetApp Flexpod stack the best fit for our needs and, 
within 12 months, migrated our entire enterprise infra-
structure into this private cloud model of service delivery.

“Practically all of our VMs [virtual machines], files, 
email, media and finance systems live in this cloud – only 

a handful of legacy applications that do not support virtu-
alisation remain outside of STW’s Flexpods.”

Asked whether there were any difficulties, he says the 
transition was very smooth: “All our users noticed was that 
systems weren’t going down any more. We began with 26 
companies in the group working off this infrastructure, 
and within two years this has grown to over 60 and more 
than twice the employee headcount being served – the 

Flexpods have grown seamlessly with our needs. It’s ele-
gant, simple and ultimately reduces cost – we’re paying 
considerably less now for this single, unified platform 
than we were for the multitude of disparate systems it 
has replaced.”

CLOUD MIGRATION BENEFITS FOR ALL

The benefits of cloud migration in ANZ appear significant, 
regardless of the size of the business. And as Dimension 
Data’s Hanrahan points out, cloud computing services 
generally shift major upfront capital expense from the 
buyer of IT to the provider of IT services.

That’s a strong incentive in a world that continues to 
struggle with economic uncertainty and more restricted 
access to capital. “These factors combine to lower IT bar-
riers – and risk – to business change, including barriers to 
entry for startup businesses,” says Hanrahan.

Another often-overlooked benefit of cloud migration 
is flexibility, as Netgear’s Little comments: “Businesses 
can easily add on-demand cloud services to their infra-
structure without purchasing expensive software licences. 
Many services are based on a pay-as-you-go model.”

So the view from this part of the world might look a 
little different to the US in some respects, but the message 
is the same: moving to the cloud really can transform your 
business and IT processes – as long as it’s done properly. n

ALEX CRUICKSHANK has been a technology journalist since 1994. He 
grew up in the UK and now lives in New Zealand, where he runs his own 
writing business, Ministry of Prose.

CLOUD COMPUTING SERVICES 
GENERALLY SHIFT MAJOR 
UPFRONT CAPITAL EXPENSE 
FROM THE BUYER OF IT TO 
THE PROVIDER OF IT SERVICES

http://www.ministryofprose.com
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for cloud computing remains limited. Across all regions, 
only 31% of companies in the manufacturing sector, for 
instance, expect to lift investment in cloud computing 
services over the coming year. With one exception, the 
percentage is no higher than 40% in the other sectors. 
Unsurprisingly, technology, media and telecommunica-
tions is the sector where executives are most excited about 
the prospects for cloud computing: 54% of companies in 
the sector expect to lift investment in this area over the 
next 12 months.”

The picture might have changed since then, but Deloitte 
had no more recent research available to corroborate this.

IDC had predictions to offer from 2013 covering the 
Asia-Pacific region excluding Japan. In May last year, IDC 
reported that it expected cloud spending to grow by 50% 
to US$7.5bn in 2013, with one of the key points being that, 
“39% of survey respondents indicated that their spending 
on all types of cloud technologies and services would be 
between 5% and 30% of their total IT budget, with a fur-
ther 7% indicating that their spending would be between 
30% and 40% of IT budget.”

    DATA

Cloud take-up 
in Asia-Pacific
Migration to the cloud is rising across 
the Apac region. BY ALEX CRUICKSHANK

THERE SEEMS no doubt that migration to the cloud is 
increasing throughout the Apac region. Scarcely a week 
goes by without new announcements, either from cloud 
providers about increases in their service capacity, or from 
conventional businesses that have discovered the benefits 
of moving some of their operational functions to the cloud.

Hard numbers are somewhat thin on the ground, 
though. Because cloud migration is an internal business 
process, it’s not necessarily something that all companies 
are willing to announce to the world. And because it’s an 
operational factor, it’s often carried out behind the scenes 
by IT managers who know what they’re doing but don’t 
necessarily want to shout about it.

Asking companies about their cloud migration plans 
only tells part of the story. Still, it’s an interesting part 
and it’s something that Deloitte looked into a couple of 
years ago. A report entitled Deloitte Justified Optimism 2012 
states, “For now, the enthusiasm of Asia-Pacific executives 

BECAUSE CLOUD MIGRATION 
IS AN INTERNAL BUSINESS 
PROCESS, IT’S NOT 
SOMETHING THAT ALL 
COMPANIES ARE WILLING TO 
ANNOUNCE TO THE WORLD
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IDC also reported that “the number of respondents 
which indicated they would not be allocating any budget to 
cloud dropped from 22% in 2013 to just 1% in 2015”, which 
is in line with industry expectations and the sheer volume 
of change, innovation and marketing in the cloud sector.

Gartner was initially unable to help when asked for cloud 
take-up figures in Apac, but then produced some solid 
numbers based on a logical proxy: revenue information per-
taining to market size and market forecasts. This is useful 
because it represents actual spending, providing a valuable 
insight into the practices and plans of Apac businesses.

The Gartner figures (see chart below) show strong and 
clear upward trends. Whether it’s business intelligence 
(BI) applications, customer relationship management 
(CRM), enterprise resource planning (ERP) or web con-
ferencing, take-up of cloud services has been growing for 
the past few years and is forecast to continue to grow right 
through to 2018. Cloud take-up in Apac is, it seems, only 
going one way. n

ALEX CRUICKSHANK has been a technology journalist since 1994. He 
lives in New Zealand and runs his own writing agency, Ministry of Prose.

Gartner cloud application services (SaaS) spending
Asia-Pacific: including ANZ, Japan, Korea, Singapore

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

SOURCE: GARTNER

US$0.5bn US$1bn US$1.5bn US$2bn US$2.5bn US$3bn US$3.5bn

1.16

1.28

1.51

1.82

2.19

2.61

3.08

http://www.ministryofprose.com/
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Cloud first,  
on-premise later

Don’t just stick to test and development.  
There are plenty of good reasons to put  

production workloads in the public cloud

BY BETH PARISEAU

WHILE THEIR NUMBERS may be few, organisations that have 
ventured to run production workloads on a public cloud 
infrastructure have found particular benefits to a cloud-
first approach.

These trailblazers are gaining flexibility and scalability 
as their businesses grow and applications change. They 
are spending less on physical datacentres and server hard-
ware. They’re enjoying improved disaster recovery and 
availability, and the public cloud even helps them meet 
regulatory standards. 

According to a 451 Research survey of 118 respondents 
conducted last December, just 1% of workload capacity 
was based in off-premise, non-software-as-a-service 
(SaaS) environments in 2013. That number is expected 
to rise to 6% by 2015.

“If we know one thing for certain, it’s this: IT budgets 
are flat and have been for a long time,” says Carl Brooks,  
an analyst at 451 Research LLC. “But IT consumption 
increases on a linear scale. That’s an enormous macro 
pressure for IT departments, and the only way to meet it is 
to go where capacity is more efficient: outside providers.”

It’s a slow process, Brooks says, but it is happening. 
“Look at the dynamic. Hotels don’t grow their own food; 
corporations won’t grow their own servers.”

CLOUD COMPUTING

HOME
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YOU SHALL OBEY

Compliance is often cited as a roadblock to public cloud 
adoption. But this need not be the case. At US company 
Bluebird Auto Rental Systems, compliance was a driver 
toward standardising the company’s infrastructure on 
Amazon Web Services (AWS).

Bluebird, which makes software for auto rental 
companies, offers a hosted version based on Amazon as 
well as an on-premise version that some of its affiliates 

use instead. Both versions must be certified compli-
ant under the Payment Card Industry Data Security 
Standard (PCI DSS). 

Amazon’s infrastructure is certified PCI DSS Level 1 com-
pliant; the two environments of Bluebird’s hosted applica-
tion and the AWS infrastructure needed to be certified in 
tandem. “The bane of my life is PCI compliance,” says Phil 
Jones, vice-president at Bluebird. Just testing systems for 
PCI compliance costs the business $40,000 annually. 

But Robert Rodriguez, a senior product support analyst 
at Bluebird, says he found it difficult to imagine what the 

costs would be if the company also had to host sensitive 
payment card data in its own physical datacentre. 

“By putting it at Amazon, it gives us the ability to 
make sure the area is as secure as it possibly can be,” he 
says. “And then we don’t have to worry as much about 
– for example, keycard access to the data room and  
biometric security.” 

The company moved its servers to Amazon several years 
ago, but has been through some trial and error when it 
comes to hardening the environment. 

Bluebird started building a virtual private cloud (VPC), 
but then Jones realised that his database servers shouldn’t 
have access to the internet. Bluebird then migrated 32 
database instances from the first VPC into a new VPC 
with a network address translation server between it and 
the internet. 

While the new VPC sits in a lone AWS Availability Zone, 
Jones says he sees it as an improvement over an internal 
infrastructure in terms of the company’s ability to recover 
from disaster. 

Bluebird first backs up its databases to each instance’s 
local drive, so corrupted databases can be restored quickly. 
Every night, database images are also sent to AWS’s Simple 
Storage Service (S3). If the local drive’s image were to 
be corrupted, the company could restore from S3. If 
the entire availability zone were to go down, the com-
pany could spin instances up in a new zone, pulling the  
backups from S3. 

“When we get a notice that one of our servers is due to 
be retired we just have to stop it and restart it to bring it 
up on fresh hardware,” says Jones.

“ WHEN WE GET A NOTICE 
THAT ONE OF OUR SERVERS 
IS DUE TO BE RETIRED WE 
JUST HAVE TO STOP IT AND 
RESTART IT TO BRING IT UP 
ON FRESH HARDWARE”  
—Phil Jones, Bluebird
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SCRIPTED AUTOMATION SAVES THE DAY

Speedy server builds, whether to provision quickly, over-
come temporary glitches or recover from a far-reaching 
disaster, are also a priority for another US firm, Robert Half 
International, which moved a 3,000-user global Microsoft 
SharePoint environment to AWS in January 2014. This is 
part of a larger “cloud-first” effort at the company, says CIO 
Sean Perry. 

“I’ve made clear to the team that we’re going to ride the 
datacentre horse until it dies. And then when it dies, we’re 
just going to walk away,” Perry says. “We’re trying to spend 
less and less every year on the datacentre and take that 
ever-shortening life-cycle on the depreciation schedule.”

If application owners can’t cite a specific reason for 
keeping apps on-premises, Perry says, they know they will 
have to move to the cloud soon.

The SharePoint effort began with a double upgrade 
from SharePoint 2007 to SharePoint 2010 and then to the 
2013 edition, which was a natural impetus to re-platform 
the app as well. 

The production environment in AWS is highly redun-
dant, with two web front ends, elastic load balancer and 
a web application firewall appliance that assists with 
compression anti-malware and other front-end activ-
ities. Redundant application servers and a mirrored 
SQL server encrypted with Microsoft’s transparent data 
encryption round out the deployment, which sits inside 
an Amazon VPC.

Meanwhile, Perry has passed down a mandate that all 
environments, from a deployment and rebuild perspec-
tive, must be scripted – something that works only when 
the back-end hardware is abstracted. “There are so many 

people involved in provisioning a traditional server. We 
can’t get to that level of automation,” he says. 

“There are too many people who create snowflake 
servers, so when you want to create another one 
exactly like that, it’s, ‘Well, what did Bob do last time? 
What did Larry do last time? Did they get the fan  
settings right?’”

Now, says Perry, the team can treat it more like it treats 
a software release: “Run that script, and it’ll produce the 
same results.”

This was a learning curve for Brian Ochipinti, the 
Robert Half senior director charged with overseeing the 
SharePoint project. 

“You have to build into your [project] timeline the cre-
ation of those scripts,” Ochipinti says. “But if you pay your 
dues up front, you reap your rewards on the back end.”

Robert Half uses PowerShell scripts to quickly spin up 
another server, ensure correct configuration, verify that it 
has the appropriate version of the codebase on it, and get 
it running as quickly as possible.

“ WE’RE GOING TO RIDE THE 
DATACENTER HORSE UNTIL  
IT DIES. AND THEN WHEN  
IT DIES, WE’RE JUST GOING  
TO WALK AWAY”  
—Sean Perry, Robert Half International
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“The environment’s not going to be down more than 
a couple of seconds or minutes in most cases,” Ochipinti 
says. “For example, when a front-end drive went down 
recently, the environment failed over so that all the traffic 
was altered to go through just the single front end that was 
working. We remounted a new front end, and got it up and 
running in a matter of minutes.”

Scripted automation also helps control costs. Robert 
Half created tasks that automatically stop non-production 
environments at 7pm each day. Those environments spin 
back up when the team returns in the morning. 

“That had some growing pains with it. There were some 
environments that weren’t tagged correctly, so they’d get 
blown away inadvertently,” says Ochipinti. “But it helps 
you practice and test your scripting when you need to 
rebuild those instances.”

BANKING ON GROWTH

Access to production servers from anywhere on the globe 
via a cloud service provider can also help small businesses 
expand their reach. 

That was the case for Leica Geosystems SmartNet 
North America, proprietors of a precision GPS service 
for surveyors, engineers, construction and precision agri-
culture. The service corrects the 100ft accuracy of most 
commercially available GPS systems down to as little as 
half an inch, broadcasting from a network of 600 stations 
in the US and Canada.

“Our staff are spread all over the place, so being able to just 
buy bandwidth, and have access everywhere, has been a great 
benefit,” says Tyler Collier, product engineer for SmartNet.

Incremental operational expenditure has also been 
ideal for the company, which has quadrupled in size over 
the past four years, says Collier. It’s easier to get opera-
tional expenditure approved than capital expenditure for 
depreciating assets. 

And like Robert Half, Leica wanted out of the datacentre 
business. “When we first started this project, our expertise 
was in the GPS infrastructure side and the operating side 
of networks – not in IT or the virtual environment,” says 
Collier. “Being able to put everything in the cloud with a 
provider that has expertise in that allowed us to maximize 
our investments in other places.”

Leica turned over its IT to US-based VMware vCloud 
service provider iLand Internet Solutions in 2010. As 
with Robert Half, the migration of Leica’s servers to 
cloud coincided with another transition – from physical 
hardware to virtual servers.

Leica is now moving to iLand’s newest cloud 
environment, called Enterprise Cloud Services (ECS), 

“ BEING ABLE TO PUT 
EVERYTHING IN THE CLOUD 
WITH A PROVIDER WHICH  
HAS EXPERTISE IN THAT 
ALLOWED US TO MAXIMIZE 
OUR INVESTMENTS IN  
OTHER PLACES” 
—Tyler Collier, SmartNet
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which offers self-service and predictive analytics through 
a new web-based portal, from a previous version of 
iLand’s cloud environment which was called iLand  
Cloud Services.

For Collier, there will be significant benefits to the 
new platform, particularly in server performance, since 
the new cloud is built on newer, faster hardware. It will, 
however, come at a cost – about 20% more per month. 

“It’s exciting to move to the new environment to see 
what kind of performance increases we could get, but 
at the same time I look at it from a cost perspective and 
think it’s bit more than I thought it was going to be,” 
Collier says.

FIRST STEPS FOR CLOUD FIRST

There’s still a long way to go before the typical IT depart-
ment feels ready to put production workloads in the cloud, 
says Gartner cloud analyst Kyle Hilgendorf. 

“The trend that I’ve seen this year is less concern that 
the providers are ready, but more of a realization that the 
customer organization itself is not quite ready,” he says.

IT professionals must contend with some thorny issues 
as they consider moving production to the public cloud. 
Hilgendorf listed governance, identity and access manage-

ment, accurate cost projection and the development of a 
strategy for determining which production applications 
can go to public cloud and which can’t. 

“There’s a very large appetite to run production in the 
cloud,” says Hilgendorf. “But the customers I talk to are 
still in the maturity phases where they’re sorting through 
the work they’ve got to do themselves.” n

BETH PARISEAU is senior news writer for SearchCloudComputing. Write 
to her at bpariseau@techtarget.com or follow @PariseauTT on Twitter.

THERE’S STILL A LONG WAY  
TO GO BEFORE THE TYPICAL  
IT DEPARTMENT FEELS 
READY TO PUT PRODUCTION 
WORKLOADS IN THE CLOUD

https://twitter.com/PariseauTT
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WHEN YOU NEED top database speed, running in memory pro-
vides the ultimate in low latency. But can your organisation 
really make cost-effective use of an in-memory database? 
It’s hard to know whether that seemingly extravagant 
investment will pay off in real business value.

And even if the performance boost is justified, is it 
possible to adequately protect important data kept live 
in memory from corruption or loss? Can an in-memory 
system scale and keep pace with what’s likely to be expo-
nential data growth? 

The race is on to address these concerns. Suppliers 
are trying to practically deliver the performance advan-
tages of in-memory processing to a wider IT market as 
analytics, interactive decision-making and other (near-) 
real-time use cases become more mainstream. 

MEMORY IS THE FASTEST MEDIUM

Using memory to accelerate performance of I/O-bound 
applications is not a new idea. It has always been true that 
processing data in memory is faster (10 to 1,000 times or 
more) than waiting on relatively long I/O times to read and 
write data from slower media (flash included).

IN-MEMORY COMPUTING

SEAMARTIN/THINKSTOCK

When performance 
matters, do it  

in memory
Processing data in memory is faster  

and suppliers are pushing innovation to  
make in-memory database technology  

cheaper and better

BY MIKE MATCHETT

HOME
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Since the early days of computing, performance-
intensive products have allocated memory as data cache. 
Most databases were designed to internally use as much 
memory as they were allowed. Some of us might even 
remember setting up RAM disks for temporary data on 
our home PCs back in the MS-DOS days to squeeze more 
speed out of bottlenecked systems. 

Today’s in-memory databases take that concept to the 
extreme – they use active memory (dynamic RAM) to 
not just hold currently running database code and active 
data structures, but also keep all of the persistent database 
itself in-memory. These databases forget about making 
any slow trips off the motherboard to talk to external 
media and instead optimise their data structures for 
memory-resident processing.

Historically, both the available memory density per 
server and the relatively high cost of memory have 
been limiting factors. But today there are technologies 
expanding the effective application of in-memory pro-
cessing to larger datasets. These include higher per-server 
memory architectures, inline/online deduplication and 

compression that use extra (and relatively cheap) CPU 
capacity to squeeze more data into memory, and cluster 
and grid tools that can scale out the total effective in-mem-
ory footprint.

First, memory continues to get cheaper and denser. 
Laptops now come, as standard, with more addressable 
memory than entire mainframes used to have. IBM’s 
System/360, celebrating its 50th anniversary this year, 
originally had only 24-bit addressing. Although it quickly 
evolved to 32 bits, it still only supported 2GB of address-
able memory until 64-bit architectures came along. 

Today, anyone with a credit card can cheaply rent 
high-memory servers from cloud providers such as 
Amazon Web Services, which just recently rolled out R3 
server instances with an impressive 244GB RAM each 
for $2.80 per hour. Those with deeper pockets can buy 
rack servers with 4TB of memory from Hewlett-Packard 
(ProLiant DL980 G7) or 6TB from Dell (R920), or they 
can step up to an Oracle M6-32 with 32TB.

In fact, in-memory is all the rage for big unstructured 
data processing, as well as for more traditional structured 
database applications. So-called commodity server clus-
ters with 128GB of RAM on each node can accommodate 
in-memory real-time and query tools in Hadoop clusters. 

CACHING, ANALYSIS AND TRANSACTIONS

In traditional transactional databases, only hot data 
records need be held in memory for performance, while 
cheaper disk is used for low-cost capacity. The database 
engine has long been tuned exactly for this purpose. Today 

IN-MEMORY IS ALL THE  
RAGE FOR BIG UNSTRUCTURED 
DATA PROCESSING, AS WELL 
AS FOR MORE TRADITIONAL 
STRUCTURED DATABASE 
APPLICATIONS
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there may be cases where holding the whole database in 
memory can make sense. These range from web-scale, dis-
tributed key-value caching stores and condensed analyt-
ical databases to real-time operational intelligence grids. 

In large web applications, thousands of concurrent 
users hitting a web server require the server-side per-
sistence of session data each time they interact with a web 
page. In these instances, a centralised transactional data-
base can be a big bottleneck. Scalable database products 
such as Memcached and Redis provide fast, in-memory 
caching of key-value type data.

For situations where an entire structured database 
might need to be repetitively queried, as in many kinds of 
data exploration, mining and analysis, it can really pay to 
host the whole database in memory. Columnar analytical 
databases designed for business intelligence (BI) have 
optimised data storage formats, although often in some 
partially compressed state less suitable for high-volume 
transactional work. In the race to produce faster analytical 
insights, suitable in-memory options are evolving.

Leading the charge here is SAP’s Hana, a scale-out 
in-memory database designed to host critical enter-
prise resource planning (ERP) data. It can provide a 
near-real-time analytical BI gold mine and can also be 
used for other data.

In many cases, reports that might take hours to run over 
an original transactional database can be finished in sec-
onds in Hana. It is also becoming increasingly capable of 
handling transactions directly, further increasing its utility.

Not to be outdone, other columnar analytical database 
suppliers such as Teradata and HP Vertica strive to use 

as much memory as is made available to them, such as 
compressed column data cached in memory.

In addition, they support the analysis of datasets that 
are still too large for any cost-effective or practical fully 
in-memory solution. Vertica, for example, has a hybrid 
in-memory approach that enables fast data loading 
through memory (eventually staged to disk) with near-
real-time access to both on-disk and in-memory data.

Oracle has a full in-memory product for both analyt-
ics and fast online transaction processing (OLTP) in its 
high-end TimesTen/Exadata appliances, and it has added 
in-memory options to its more traditional database soft-
ware line-up.

Oracle Hybrid Columnar Compression (HCC) is an 
example of how to compress transactional data as it ages 
while actually accelerating analysis. Towards the end of 
last year, Oracle announced a further evolution with an 
in-memory option that keeps data simultaneously both in 
an HCC format for fast analytics and as complete transac-
tional rows in memory to speed up OLTP.

Recently, Microsoft has started enhancing even SQL 
Server to support more OLTP in memory too. The 
Hekaton project promises to allow an administrator 
to designate individual database tables to be hosted in 
memory instead of disk, where they will fully function 
and interact transparently with regular disk-hosted tables.

CAN YOU PROTECT IN-MEMORY DATA?

One of the first IT concerns with in-memory databases is 
how to protect the data itself. DRAM may be fast, but if 
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you pull the plug, all is lost. And even if it is backed up to 
persistent media, how quickly can it be restored? After all, 
if the point of investing in in-memory is its contribution 
to real-time competitive business value, gross amounts of 
downtime are going to be costly. 

A common approach is to use local disk or flash solid- 
state disk as a local backup target to log and persist recent 
data updates (in case of local outages, reboots, etc). 
Unfortunately, that alone is insufficient if the host server 
goes down hard or is lost altogether.

A good example of how to fully protect an in-memory 
database like SAP Hana is by using a recent release of HP’s 
Data Protector and StoreOnce Federated Deduplication. 
Data Protector picks up Hana data as it flows out changes 
through a third-party application programming interface 
“pipe”. It then targets the backup into StoreOnce globally 
deduped storage.

If there are any issues, Hana can be directly recov-
ered (or migrated) from Data Protector through Hana’s 
own interfaces, either locally or at a remote site via a 
StoreOnce replicated target. 

LAYING OUT THE GRID

Financial houses have long used in-memory applications 
built on scale-out memory grids to generate operational 
intelligence in real time on large amounts of very fast 
streaming data. Grid offerings from GridGain Systems, 
Pivotal Software, ScaleOut Software and Tibco Software 
go beyond in-memory database features to try to pro-
vide a broader computing platform in which database 

operations, big data processing and other data-intensive 
compute tasks can all operate in near real time. If you are 
building your own lightning-fast in-memory application, 
you’re probably already using a grid-based approach.

The best of these grid platforms aim to ensure that enter-
prise capabilities for data protection, disaster recovery 
and high availability are built-in. GridGain, for example, 
can tolerate multiple node failures, has native datacenter 
replication and even supports in-place upgrades with zero 
downtime.

For those interested in trying before they buy, ScaleOut 
offers a free licence up to a certain size, while GridGain 
has recently open-sourced a community edition.

IS AN IN-MEMORY SYSTEM NECESSARY? 

Before buying a big in-memory system for its performance 
boost, take a deeper look at what performance is actually 
required and exactly where current bottlenecks occur. 
Memory is still not as cheap as hard disk or flash, and there 
may be other ways to get the required performance with 
less cost, effort and disruption.

If you have a MySQL or MongoDB database, one fast (and 
cheap) option is to simply upgrade the underlying data-
base engine from the default to a performance-optimised 
one, such as Tokutek’s “fractal” indexing technology. It’s 
certainly worth considering a free upgrade that doesn’t 
involve any disruption to infrastructure or applications. 

Still, memory will continue to come down in price and 
increase in per-server density. Memory configurations 
may soon include finer-grained server memory options, 
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including stunning amounts of processor cache and maybe 
even non-volatile memory (flash). With more memory 
options, more data processing will move in memory.

At the same time, data growth will outpace advances in 
memory, so there will always be a need to stage and tier 
data across cheaper media at large scales. A key IT capabil-
ity – and opportunity – will continue to be in optimising 
the complex data environment by dynamically directing 

where data flows and managing which data resides in the 
fastest media. 

But the rise of in-memory scale-out databases for 
structured data, as well as scale-out big data for unstruc-
tured data, also underscores a more fundamental shift in 
data processing. As data becomes more dynamic, more 
streaming, more cluster-hosted and more “online”, com-
pute tasks will increasingly need to be dynamically routed 
to relevant live data rather than recalling static data into 
compute-centric hosts.

In other words, compute will need to flow like data, 
while data will reside in the server. The management and 
intelligence required to optimise that future just might be 
the next bigger thing. n

MIKE MATCHETT is a senior analyst and consultant at Taneja Group.
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